THE MASUNGI GEORESERVE

Masungi Georeserve
Garden Cottages,
Kilometer 45 Marcos Highway,
Baras, Rizal, Philippines

!

trail@masungigeoreserve.com

Home to massive limestone formations, and hundreds of plant
and animal species, The Masungi Georeserve is dedicated to
the conservation and appreciation of the area’s landscape.
The tranquil rainforest, winding trails, and fresh air make for a
unique discovery trail experience.

WHO IS IT FOR?
Anyone looking to commune with nature is
welcome! Lined with concrete blocks and stone
trails, but still having the challenge of varying
terrain, it is suitable for both beginners and
frequent hikers. Back trails allow for flexible trail
lengths. Note, however, that with a hanging
bridge integral to the trail, only children 13 years
of age and above are allowed.

WANDER THROUGH
THE FOREST TRAILS
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THE POLICIES
The wildlife in the area has called this place their
home far before we reached it. The simple
policies below make the georeserve enjoyable
for everyone involved:
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LEARN FROM AND
WITH
OUR PARK RANGERS

• No littering allowed.
• The park is strictly a no-smoking zone.
• Boisterous noise is not permitted.
• No picking up of flora, fauna, rock samples

without permission from the park.
• Should you be fortunate to encounter wildlife,
do not feed or touch the animals.

ENCOUNTER
POCKET GARDENS,
& OTHER SMALL
SURPRISES ALONG THE
WAY
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The management has the right and the
responsibility to enforce the policies above, and
impose penalties, as needed.
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OPERATING INFORMATION

• Trail Visits: Open for trail visits by Dec 2015.
Trail visits must be booked in advance (at least
three days ahead of the visit). This requires a
deposit of 50%. Walk-ins are not allowed.
• Days and Hours: Tuesdays to Sundays, 7:30
am or 1:30 pm. The trip lasts for 3-4 hours
depending on the group’s pace.
• Fee: PHP 1,500.00 per person (groups of 7-14)

REST & HAVE A SNACK
AT THE NANAY AND
TATAY PEAKS

inclusive of a dedicated park ranger, guest kit
and complimentary snacks & refreshments.
LOCATION MAP

*Marcos Highway coming from Antipolo
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GETTING THERE:
The Masungi Georeserve is located along the scenic road of Marcos
Highway. It takes approximately 1-1.5 hour from Quezon City, Metro Manila
reach the area by private car transport.
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San Jose

WHAT TO WEAR:
Casual, lightweight & comfortable clothing,
paired with non-slip closed shoes, is the required attire.

Foremost Farms

P. Alto

Masungi Georeserve
(Garden Cottages)

Pinugay

Location: Kilometer 45, Marcos Highway, Baras, Rizal
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WHAT TO BRING:
Only bring yourself! Your own water, towel, and clothes to change in after the
hike may be convenient for some guests.
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WEATHER INFORMATION:
Weather in the georeserve is generally tropical and humid (24-31 degrees
celsius range). The dry season is from November to April, while the wet
season is from May-October. January is often the coolest month, while May
is often the hottest.

